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About The Lyme Timber Company
Founded in 1976, The Lyme Timber Company LLC (“Lyme”) is an employee-owned investment management company
that focuses on timberland and timberland-related investments in the US and Canada. The Company’s current portfolio
includes 1.5 million acres of sustainably managed forestland in New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Tennessee,
Alabama, Florida, Michigan, and Wisconsin. Lyme also invests in supply chain businesses, including sawmills, forest
management companies, logging businesses, and log distribution yards in the regions where it manages timberland.
Finally, Lyme invests in mitigation banks and other ecosystem services projects throughout the United States.
Recognized as a leader in conservation, Lyme has protected over 1 million acres through conservation easements,
mitigation bank instruments, and 100-year carbon sequestration projects.

Our Values and Culture
Our values and culture are built on investment
discipline, fairness, and integrity. We embrace
creative problem solving, collaboration, and
continuous improvement. We recognize that
trees and forests are a renewable resource
with multiple stakeholders. Their management
requires thoughtful and careful stewardship,
and a commitment to forest health and
biological diversity. We seek to have a positive
impact on the people who work in our
businesses and the
communities where
we operate.
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2021 was an exci ng year for The Lyme Timber
Company: we expanded ownership and leadership of the
firm, experienced a strong recovery in log and lumber
markets, and made progress in our work to conserve
land, address supply chain challenges, and improve job
quality and community benefits across our por olio.

and
capital
ini a ves
alloca on. We hope to avoid
that pi all by being honest
with ourselves and with you
about both the scope and
the limits of our work.

As the leader of a firm that many regard as a pioneer in
the field of ESG and impact inves ng, I believe that two
of the most important things we can do are to: (1) avoid
oversta ng the environmental and social impacts of our
work; and (2) acknowledge circumstances where the
current legal or regulatory frameworks constrain our
ability to fully implement environmental and social
impact goals. I recognize that this is an unconven onal
perspec ve for a firm with a long‐standing commitment
to impact inves ng, but given the growth and current
popularity of “ESG inves ng” as a tool for addressing
global challenges, I believe a measured approach to
repor ng, and one that acknowledges the limita ons of
private capital, is especially important right now.

The
desire
to
avoid
oversta ng the impact of
what we do, while also
holding ourselves accountable for achievable goals that
we set for ourselves, prompted us to overhaul our
approach to impact repor ng.
The main body of the report is divided into two sec ons.
The first describes each of our major investments and
reports on our eﬀorts in four key areas: sustainable
forestry, carbon and climate, land protec on and
conserva on, and forest products supply chain. We
a empt to describe our successes and failures in each
area and the factors that constrain our ability to have
greater impact. While these descrip ons may not fit
neatly into an ESG scorecard, we hope they provide
suﬃcient informa on to allow the reader to evaluate the
environmental and social impacts of our work.

Doubtless, there are many opportuni es for us to make
the world a be er place ‐ through our conserva on
eﬀorts, supply chain investments, and DEI ini a ves ‐
and we should pursue such opportuni es with
seriousness and discipline. But many of the most
intractable problems in our society ‐ climate change, loss
of biodiversity, income inequality, and even systemic
racism – will require more than impact‐oriented
investment; solving these challenges will also require
rule changes and investments by governments. For
example, we cannot achieve the full poten al of our
conserva on strategies without robust public funding for
conserva on easements; similarly, our carbon projects
will not deliver durable climate benefits without rule
changes that require rota on extensions and harvest
reduc ons.

The second part of the report addresses our firmwide
five‐year ESG goals. As we previewed in last year’s
impact report, these are internal goals and metrics that
our team believes are relevant and realis c targets to
achieve over a five‐year meframe. As you would expect,
with only one year of work behind us, we have made
significant progress in some areas and li le or no
progress in others. Again, we seek to provide an honest
assessment of our progress.
The work that went into this report, alongside our
ongoing eﬀorts to achieve investment returns while also
delivering posi ve environmental and social outcomes,
reflects the tremendous skill, collabora on, and
commitment of the en re Lyme team. We hope you
enjoy the report, and we welcome your feedback.

In this context, firms that overstate the benefits of their
ESG and impact strategies do a disservice to society by
engendering a false sense of confidence that problems
can be solved primarily by businesses through voluntary

Jim Hourdequin, Chief Execu ve Oﬃcer
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ABOUT THIS REPORT
The purpose of this report is to provide a high-level summary of The Lyme Timber Company’s activities across
all of its businesses. It is not intended to describe financial or investment performance or provide fund-specific
investment information, which is available to investors in fund-specific quarterly and annual investment
reports.

Information included in the first part of the report is current as of the date of publication (April 2022). Impact
data reported in the appendices is based on the 2021 calendar year reporting cycle to align with our historical
impact reporting.
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2021 In Brief
Firm Update

supply, and log prices reached
record levels. However, labor
shortages, rising costs, and
supply disruptions put extra
stress on many
small
businesses in the forest
products supply chain. We
were able to manage through
many of these challenges by
supporting our contractors
and employees, increasing logging rates, and working
closely with customers.

As of January 1, 2022, we completed a restructuring of
ownership of The Lyme Timber Company by buying the
passive minority interest controlled by the retired
founders of the firm and expanding ownership to include
three additional employees. Lyme is now wholly owned
by active employees, and we expect to continue to
broaden ownership in coming years. We are proud of our
success in managing succession from one generation to
the next while remaining independent and employeeowned.
We expanded our leadership team to include Sarah Kitz,
who started her professional career with Lyme in 2009,
then completed an MBA and worked for a private timber
company on the west coast before returning in 2019. As
of April 2022, Lyme’s team included 17 employees.

Climate became an increased focus for the investment
community in 2021. Forests became widely recognized
and accepted as an important natural climate solution,
piquing corporate and investor interest in forestland
investments to meet climate and environmental, social,
and governance (“ESG”) goals. At the same time, more
scrutiny, which we believe is warranted, was put on
forest carbon offsets as a tool for mitigating climate
change.

Lyme Initiatives
Alongside our commitment to best-in-class forestry
operations, we began to analyze how forest carbon offset
markets need to shift to compensate landowners for the
true cost of delivering climate benefits through harvest
reductions and rotation extensions. We spoke publicly
about the evolution of carbon markets and the need for
carbon projects to deliver greater additionality to offset
emissions. We believe baseline forecasts need to more
accurately forecast what a landowner would do in the
absence of carbon payments, and buyers of forest carbon
offsets need to pay higher prices, to make a real climate
impact.

The Lyme leadership team: Sean Ross, Sarah Kitz, Tom Morrow,
Jim Hourdequin, David Hoffer, and Peter Stein

Market Environment
2021 was a good year to be an investor in timberland.
Log and lumber markets surged as housing and economic
activity rebounded from the initial impacts of the COVID19 pandemic. Demand for wood products outpaced

In response to many of the supply-chain challenges of
2021, we doubled down on our commitments to the
logging and trucking workforces. We proactively raised
5
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logging and trucking rates for contractors, added an inhouse road crew and logging crew in New York,
extended financing to several logging contractors in
Tennessee and West Virginia, and continued to invest in
Mountaineer Mechanized, our in-house winch assist
logging crew in West Virginia. We also encouraged our
sawmill and log yard operating partners to increase
wages for hourly employees.

assist forestry operations and improve growth and yield
modelling. We also invested $13 million in the purchase
of a second sawmill and approved over $5 million of
capital spending at the Emporium Hardwoods sawmill in
Pennsylvania.

Funds Update
The Lyme Forest Fund V (Fund V) reached the end of its
investment period on January 31, 2022 with 90% of
committed capital invested. The Lyme Conservation
Opportunities Fund (LCOF) is in the third year of its
investment period with 38% of committed capital
invested. We continue to manage investments for The
Lyme Forest Fund III (Fund III) and The Lyme Forest Fund
IV (Fund IV).

In 2021, we began work on our five-year ESG initiatives,
as discussed in greater detail in this report. Of note, we
put greater emphasis on understanding community
concerns related to conservation and invested in building
support for conservation easements in Pennsylvania,
Michigan, Florida, and other locations.
Finally, we continued to invest in understanding our
forests. We spent over $1 million on LiDAR imagery to
develop stand-level inventory and mapping tools to

We are weighing different strategies for future
investments.
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Portfolio Update
Lyme’s current portfolio includes six forestland business units (each managed by a fund- or investor-owned forest
management company), three supply chain joint ventures, three in-house logging/road crews, 20 mitigation
investments, a working ranch, and a carbon-focused timberland investment.
In 2021, we focused on integrating 90,000 acres of forestland in Pennsylvania that we purchased in December 2020.
Midway through the year, we restructured our sawmill joint venture and invested in Bradford Forest, a second sawmill
in Pennsylvania. The Lyme Conservation Opportunities Fund made two mitigation investments, in Virginia and Texas. In
January 2022, Fund IV sold its interest in 112,000 acres of coastal redwood forests in California.

1.5

Million Acres

$1B

Assets Under
Management

367

Total Employees

Data as of January 2022

100%

Forestland certified to sustainable forestry standards

Every acre of forestland that Lyme manages is third-party certified to the Sustainable
Forestry Initiative (SFI)® and/or Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)® standards. These
standards require sustainable management and compliance with laws and regulations,
respect for Indigenous peoples’ rights, community relations and workers’ rights
considerations, minimizing environmental impacts, maintenance of high conservation
value forests, and ongoing monitoring and assessment. We select the certification
standard for each property based on local markets and stakeholder input.
Individual timberland properties are certified as part of multi-site certificates held by The
Lyme Timber Company with annual field audits on a subset of the properties each year.
We are proud of our record of achieving high marks on our audits and view the process
as an opportunity to learn
and improve. In the pages that follow,
report audit
results
7
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on properties where physical audits were performed.

Lyme Great Lakes Timberlands
Overview
In late 2019, Lyme purchased three properties
totaling 675,000 acres in the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan and northern Wisconsin. The property
features high-quality northern hardwoods,
dominated by sugar maple, and includes
significant softwood plantations, lowland
conifers, and aspen stands.
Our investment strategy is focused on income
generation from sustainable forestry activities,
alongside income from retail land sales,
conservation sales, carbon offset projects, and
recreational leasing. The lands are managed by
Lyme Great Lakes Forest Management, a Lyme portfolio company with 29
employees. We seek to build a set of going-concern businesses that will thrive
beyond the our current investment fund’s ownership.

Location Upper Peninsula
Michigan & NW Wisconsin
Area 665,000 Acres

Ownership Fund V and LGL
2021 was a strong year for Lyme Great Lakes, with excellent hardwood markets,
Co-investment Fund
good operating conditions, and great focus by the team. As anticipated, the longtime general manager for the property retired and we promoted an internal
Employees 29
candidate to the role. We began construction on a forestry office and log yard in
Certification SFI
Escanaba, Michigan, which we expect to complete in 2022. Although contractors
in the Great Lakes have historically been well capitalized and highly capable, we identified logging contractor financial
health as an area of concern in 2021 and began adjusting our logging rates upward at the end of the year.

Sustainable Forestry
Forestry operations are conducted under SFI certification. A physical audit in 2021 indicated no
corrective actions and full compliance with the standard. We continue to evaluate our
acquisition assumptions to determine whether we need to make downward adjustments to
medium-term harvest levels based on stand conditions and our long-term goal of growing
quality hardwood trees.
We conducted multiple site visits and trainings with the field staff to ensure forest management
strategies aligned with our management philosophy. We are evaluating a former owner’s
practice of converting a portion of poor performing or degraded hardwood stands to softwood
plantations. This practice, while permissible under SFI certification, has raised concerns among
conservation partners.
We partnered with Michigan State University and the Michigan Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) in a habitat and species monitoring project for wood turtle, which is listed a
species of special concern.
8
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Lyme Great Lakes Timberlands (continued)
Carbon and Climate
Our acquisition strategy included a plan to develop a California Air Resources Board (CARB)
forest carbon project on the Wisconsin portion of the property. We completed this work and
sold 840,340 initial issuance offsets in 2021. Although the carbon project has limited impact on
our planned near-term harvest levels, it does impose additional management requirements on
the property and requires that standing carbon stocks be maintained for the next 100 years.
We evaluated the possibility of selling additional carbon offsets from the core Michigan
holdings. Our analysis indicated that offsets could be generated from harvest reductions, but
the current price of carbon is well below the price necessary to pay for such reductions
alongside the cost of other obligations under a carbon project. We intend to continue to
evaluate the opportunity.

Land Protection and Conservation
The property contains many important conservation attributes, including connectivity to public
lands and trails, climate-resilient forests, and wildlife habitat. The Wisconsin portion of the
property (30,600 acres) was encumbered at the time of our purchase by a working forest
conservation easement held by the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources. Over time, we
seek to sell new conservation easements over a large portion of the Michigan property. At a
smaller scale, we will also pursue fee sales to public agencies or land trusts.

In 2021, we sold 95 miles of trail easements to Michigan DNR for snowmobile and ATV use. We
also sold 1,240 acres to The Trust for Public Land for transfer to the Ottawa National Forest and
40 acres to the UP Land Conservancy. Finally, we entered discussions with state agencies and
our conservation partners regarding phased conservation easement transactions that would
encumber over 150,000 acres.

Forest Products Supply Chain
The Great Lakes region stands out as having one of the healthiest supply chains within Lyme’s
portfolio. Logging contractors are generally better capitalized with newer equipment, bona fide
employees, and responsible business practices. Similarly, the region supports many successful
sawmill businesses. We supply 54 mill customers and provide steady work for 42 logging and
trucking contractors.
Despite the overall health of the supply chain, our logging and trucking contractors struggled
with rising fuel costs, parts shortages, and challenges in hiring and retaining workers. In
response, we implemented a rate increase for our contractors. We anticipate making additional
changes to contractual arrangements to ensure a healthy and viable contractor base.
Lyme Great Lakes operates three log merchandising yards to sort and sell high-end hardwood
logs. This approach drives value for our customers and our forestry operations.
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Lyme Adirondack Forest Company
Overview
In 2006, Lyme purchased former International
Paper land in New York’s Adirondack State Park on
behalf of its second pooled investment fund. The
lands currently comprises 234,000 acres and
include a mix of quality northern hardwoods and
natural softwood stands. In 2007, we sold working
forest conservation easements on 211,000 acres
of the property. These easements, in combination
with earlier easements, extinguished development
rights, opened the property to public recreational
access, and set a higher standard for sustainable
forest management practices.
In 2015, Fund II sold its interest in the timberland and operating businesses to an
insurance company, who retained Lyme as an investment advisor. The lands
continue to be managed by Lyme Adirondack Forest Company (LAFCo), a 19person business that includes forestry and log yard staff, a company road crew,
and a company logging crew.
Having transitioned the investment to a stable long-term ownership model, our
strategy is focused on generating income from sustainable forestry operations and
recreational leasing, addressing supply chain challenges, and leveraging the scale
of our log yard operations to create accretive business opportunities.

Location NE New York
Area 234,000 Acres
Ownership Separate
Account (formerly
owned by Fund II)
Employees 19

Certification SFI & FSC

We closely monitor the health of logging contractors in the Adirondacks. Despite our efforts to pay fair contracting
rates, we have seen established contractors downsize and/or leave the business altogether due to the challenges
associated with recruiting and retaining workers.
In 2021, we opened a new log yard in Chestertown and established in-house road and logging crews. Markets were
favorable, and the team was able to achieve the harvest budget despite record rainfall and challenges with contractor
capacity. In addition, the team expanded its third party log purchase program.

Sustainable Forestry
Forestry operations are managed under SFI and FSC certification. Physical audits under each
standard indicated no corrective actions. In 2021, we completed a new field-based forest
inventory and collected LiDAR imagery on the entire property. The inventory and LiDAR data
will help us refine our growth and yield models to better evaluate optimal harvest levels to
achieve our long-term income and silvicultural objectives.
We continue to survey and manage the property for wildlife habitat including our long running
young forest initiative and demonstration area in partnership with the Wildlife Management
Institute and New York Audubon.
10
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Lyme Adirondack Forest Company (continued)
Carbon and Climate
In 2021, we began to consider the potential of developing a forest carbon project that would
compensate us for reducing harvest levels. To evaluate this potential and to update our baseline
harvest plan, we completed a property-wide inventory and LiDAR imaging project. In 2022, we
will utilize the inventory data and LiDAR mapping to update our growth and yield modelling.

Land Protection and Conservation
The majority of LAFCo property is subject to working forest conservation easements held by the
state of New York, which prevent development and subdivision and provide public recreational
access. We continue to maintain our strong working relationship with New York Department of
Environmental Conservation (DEC), the agency with responsibility for monitoring compliance
with the conservation easements. In 2021, we worked with a local town to develop a trail to a
lookout fire tower on an adjacent state-owned property, as well as numerous other recreation
projects with the state of New York.

Forest Products Supply Chain
Log Distribution Yard: The new LAFCo log yard occupies 10 acres in Chestertown, New
York. The yard employs five full-time staff who work alongside LAFCo foresters to scale, sort,
store, and market logs from the LAFCo lands. The log yard also purchases logs and standing
timber from third parties.

Road Crew: The LAFCo road crew was established in 2021 to fill the need for road work that
we could not source from third-party contractors due to contractor availability. The crew helps
LAFCo maintain roads, install stream crossings, and prepare access to new harvest units.

GlennCrew:
Osteen, General
forchallenges
Cross City Forest
Management,
inspecting slash
pine plantation
in Florida
timberlands
Logging
After Manager
years of
securing
contractors
for the
northern
portion
of the
LAFCo ownership, we decided to invest in an in-house/company owned logging crew in 2021.
We purchased all-new cut-to-length equipment because we felt it was better suited to wetter
conditions and smaller jobs than the conventional logging systems that dominate the LAFCo
ownership. In cut-to-length logging, a harvester mechanically fells the tree and processes it to
length in the woods. Then a wheeled “forwarder” picks up the logs and carries them to
roadside landings. The system is widespread in Scandinavia and has gradually becoming a
preferred system in the US for efficient, low impact, and safe logging activities.
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Lyme Tennessee Timberlands
Overview
Between 2016 and 2019, Lyme made three
investments totaling 109,000 acres in
Tennessee and Alabama. The properties include
well stocked, natural hardwood forests with
quality white oak, red oak, and tulip poplar. The
terrain is mountainous with generally good
access and road infrastructure. We developed
forest carbon projects on approximately 40,000
acres of the land and manage an existing forest
carbon project on an additional 5,000 acres.
Approximately 42,000 acres of the land is
subject to a working forest conservation
easement. Local log markets are strong, but the logging infrastructure is
generally undercapitalized and struggling.
Our strategy is to manage the lands for a combination of timber harvesting,
carbon, and recreational leasing cash flows. The investments are managed by
Straight Fork Forest Management, a Lyme portfolio company with 9 employees.
We seek to build a set of synergistic going-concern businesses that will thrive
beyond the term of our current investment fund’s ownership.

Location Tennessee & NE
Alabama
Area 109,000 Acres
Ownership Fund IV & V
Employees 9
Certification SFI & FSC

While our Tennessee businesses benefited from excellent log markets in 2021,
we had trouble recruiting and retaining sufficient logging capacity to achieve our production goals. To address this issue
and our broader objective to improve safety and job quality in the logging sector, we expanded our efforts to stabilize
the local logging force, extending loans to contractors who struggled with rising fuel costs, parts shortages, and
challenges in hiring and retaining workers. We also invested in LiDAR mapping projects to improve planning and better
evaluate operability and access constraints.

Sustainable Forestry
Forestry operations on the northern Tennessee properties are conducted under the FSC
certification while the remaining property is managed under the SFI certification. No physical
audits were conducted in 2021. Our team focused on improving water quality protection to
standards above business-as-usual practice in the region. We also implemented forest
management strategies to improve habitat for golden-winged and cerulean warbler, both
species of greatest conservation need in the region.
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Lyme Tennessee Timberlands (continued)
Carbon and Climate
There are three forest carbon projects on the Lyme Tennessee properties, covering a total of
44,800 acres and enrolled under the California Air Resources Board (CARB) compliance market
protocol.
In 2021, the projects generated 913,157 carbon offsets as a result of harvest levels in recent
years falling below assumed biological growth rates. We sold these offsets in 2021 and expect
that our planned harvest levels in coming years will continue to generate offsets that we can
make available for sale. We are currently evaluating a fourth carbon project on a portion of the
remaining acres.

Land Protection and Conservation
There are two conservation easements within the Tennessee portfolio – encumbering 38% of
the property – which restrict development and subdivision but allow for ongoing forest
management. In 2021, we entertained interest from a conservation buyer in the fee purchase of
a portion of our lands not subject to conservation easements. We elected not to proceed
because doing so would reduce operational efficiencies on adjacent properties. We would like
to sell additional conservation easements, which would enable us to maintain operational
efficiencies, but do not currently see a pathway for conservation funding from state agencies.

Forest Products Supply Chain
Straight Fork Lender: We established Straight Fork Lender in 2019 to make loans to
logging contactors and truckers whose businesses required capital to support expansion and
ongoing operations. We made loans to two key logging contractors. The loan terms provide
repayment flexibility depending on production and weather conditions. While these loans have
succeeded in supporting our contractors’ operations, they have required more capital, time,
and risk than anticipated, and we are evaluating whether to continue the program.
Company Log Yards: Straight Fork Forest Management operates two company-owned log
yards where Lyme and third-party logs are concentrated, remerchandised, and sold. The scale
advantages of these yards have enabled Straight Fork to pursue opportunities on third-party
lands, including timber harvesting and log marketing for a large, FSC-certified landowner in the
region and the purchase of standing timber from a mix of private and state landowners.

Glenn Osteen, General Manager for Cross City Forest Management, inspecting slash pine plantation in Florida timberlands
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Lyme Mountaineer Timberlands
Overview
In December 2017, Lyme purchased 164,000
acres in southern West Virginia. The lands are
steep and difficult to access, but the rich soils
support a mix of quality hardwoods, including
red oak, white oak, and tulip poplar. We
inherited two forest carbon offset projects that
were initiated by the former owner. These
cover the majority of our land base and require
us to maintain carbon stocking for 100 years.
Our investment strategy is to manage the lands
for a combination of timber harvesting and
carbon cash flows, recognizing that particularly steep and difficult (though not
impossible) to access portions of the property are better suited to carbon
sequestration than commercial timber management. The lands are managed by
Mountaineer Forest Management, a Lyme portfolio company with 12
employees. We seek to build a set of synergistic going-concern businesses that
will thrive beyond the term of our current investment fund’s ownership.

Location Southern West
Virginia
Area 164,000 Acres
Ownership Fund IV
Employees 12

One of the most significant challenges to our strategy is logging capacity,
Certification SFI & FSC
especially among logging contractors that meet our insurance, safety, and work
quality standards. Southern West Virginia is among the most economically depressed regions in the US. Historically,
logging has not offered sufficient profitability to attract contractors with the capital and experience to address many of
the issues facing the logging workforce, including safety, job quality, and wages. To begin to address these issues, we
established Mountaineer Mechanized, an in-house logging crew that brought the first winch-assist (“tethered”) logging
system to the Eastern US.
Following several years of tariff-related weakness in log export markets and limited domestic demand for red oak and
other key species, the Lyme Mountaineer businesses experienced a strong rebound in 2021 as hardwood log and
lumber markets improved. Our focus in 2021 centered on improving operations at Mountaineer Mechanized, where
we retained employees despite competition from nearby coal mines. We also utilized new LiDAR imagery to make
better forest management decisions on the ground.

Sustainable Forestry
Approximately 65% of Lyme Mountaineer Timberlands are managed under FSC certification and
35% are managed under SFI certification. No physical audits were conducted in 2021. We
recently made a significant investment in a new LiDAR inventory for a large portion of the
property. This has enabled us to update forest stand typing and incorporate operability
constraints into our harvest planning. The investment has proven invaluable for our foresters
given the property’s challenging topography, difficult access, extensive road networks, and the
need to protect water quality and other conservation attributes.
14
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Lyme Mountaineer Timberlands (continued)
Carbon and Climate
There are two forest carbon sequestration projects covering a total of 144,829 acres of the
property, each developed for the California Air Resources Board (CARB) compliance market.
In 2021, the projects generated 186,150 carbon offsets as a result of harvest levels in recent
years falling below assumed biological growth rates. We sold these offsets in 2021 and expect
that our planned harvest levels in coming years will continue to generate offsets that we can
make available for sale. The potential to sell offsets has influenced our thinking on harvest level
and contributed to our decision to reduce our long-term harvest volume expectations for the
property.

Land Protection and Conservation
Conservation opportunities in West Virginia are minimal due to limited development or land
conversion pressure and limited funding for traditional conservation strategies. Still, we hope to
sell a 2,225-acre conservation easement to the State of West Virginia in 2022.

Forest Products Supply Chain
Mountaineer Mechanized: In 2018, Lyme established Mountaineer Mechanized to
improve logging safety and job quality while reducing the environmental impacts of steep-slope
logging in southern West Virginia. Mountaineer Mechanized established the first tethered
harvesting system in the Eastern US. We have hosted dozens of tours and now at least three
additional systems have been started in West Virginia. This investment provided critical logging
capacity, enabled timber harvests to occur in a manner that reduces soil erosion and stream
sedimentation, and allowed us to provide attractive wages and benefits to the eight workers on
this crew.
Mountaineer Mechanized has largely achieved its safety and job quality objectives, but still has
not achieved its production and profitability goals. However, we face even greater challenges
with our third-party logging force which continues to shrink and present supervision challenges
for our foresters. We understand that establishing a new business model and harvesting system
takes time and plan to continue to invest time and capital in helping the business achieve its full
potential.
RainCo: In 2018, Lyme made a 49.9% equity investment in Rainco Forest Resources
Glenn Osteen, General Manager for Cross City Forest Management, inspecting slash pine plantation in Florida timberlands
(“Rainco”), an existing small business that operates pulpwood concentration yards and markets
high-grade logs. We contract with Rainco to market sawlogs and veneer from our timberlands
and have supported its growth into new business areas, including additional log yards and a
road building crew.
15
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Lyme Allegheny Timberlands
Overview
Between 2017 and 2020, Lyme made three
investments totaling 167,000 acres in
northwestern Pennsylvania and southwestern
New York. The lands grow some of the finest
quality hardwood sawtimber in the world,
including black cherry, sugar maple, red maple,
and red oak. We also invested in two local
hardwood sawmills and a log marketing business.

Our investment strategy is to establish and grow
a set of synergistic timberland and forest
products businesses that will thrive beyond the
term of our current investment funds’
ownership. We seek to conserve our core working forest holdings to return
capital and ensure a long-term focus on forest productivity and supply chain
innovation. The timberlands are managed by Three Rivers Forest Management, a
Lyme portfolio company with eight employees.
2021 was a strong year for Lyme Allegheny, with excellent hardwood log and
lumber markets. Three Rivers Forest Management experienced significant growth
with Lyme’s purchase of an additional 90,000 acres of forestland known as the
Seneca property in late 2020 and our investment in the Bradford sawmill.

Location Pennsylvania &
SW New York
Area 167,000 Acres
Ownership Fund IV & V
Employees 8
Certification SFI & FSC

Sustainable Forestry
The property is managed under SFI and FSC certification. A physical audit in 2021 for FSC
identified the need for improved pre-application documentation for chemical applications, but
otherwise recognized that management was in full compliance with the standard.
To help us integrate the Seneca lands and develop more robust long-term growth and yield
modelling, we invested in LiDAR imagery, new forest typing, and field-based information
technology. We are working with the Wildlife Management Institute, Ruffed Grouse Society,
and PA Audubon in various projects to integrate wildlife habitat goals into our harvest plans.

Carbon and Climate
Because of the high unit value of timber on our Pennsylvania lands, we do not consider carbon
development to be a viable opportunity. Our climate-related efforts will instead focus on
making our supply chain more efficient. We believe that our investment in a second log yard
location has helped to shorten haul distances, and in years to come we expect to look for other
ways to increase trucking efficiency and thereby reduce emissions.
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Lyme Allegheny Timberlands (continued)
Land Protection and Conservation
As part of our acquisition of the Lyme Allegheny property, we secured attractive financing
through the Pennsylvania clean water revolving loan fund administered by PENNVEST. As part
of the transaction, we: (i) donated a working forest conservation easement on 9,400 acres
known as the Sterling Run tract; (ii) optioned the right for future conservation easements to
Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR); and (iii) committed to
$750,000 of acid mine drainage (AMD) remediation on the property. Lack of funding and
political opposition have stymied our efforts to convey additional conservation easements to
date, but we continue to work with community groups, legislators, and state agencies to design
an easement that is responsive to public concerns. One possibility is a conservation easement
that accommodates ATV access to the property on designated trail corridors. Our AMD work is
ongoing and on track.

Forest Products Supply Chain
Sawmill Investments: Lyme now owns a majority interest in two sawmills located in the
center of our Pennsylvania timberlands – Emporium Hardwoods and Bradford Forest. The mills
are operated and managed by a capable sawmill operating partner, Rossi Group, which
maintains a significant investment in the operations. Our investment in the Bradford Forest mill
in 2021 enabled increased lumber production, created job stability for mill employees, and
further stabilized Lyme’s forestland investment by providing a market for low-grade logs. The
two mills currently employ 227 people in the region, and our investment in the Bradford mill
added over 40 jobs. We continue to support and invest in new capital projects at the mills,
including a new dry line at Emporium Hardwoods that will increase efficiency and improve job
quality at the mill.
Northern Appalachian Log and Forestry: In 2019, Lyme purchased a 49.9%
investment in Northern Appalachian Log & Forestry (“NALF”), an existing, local log marketing
business that markets and exports high-grade logs harvested from Lyme’s and adjacent lands.
In 2021, we established a second log yard for NALF and partnered with NALF for our sawmills’
wood procurement. Our unique, non-controlling investment in this business enabled ongoing
local management control and ownership while creating alignment between our timberland
and log marketing interests.
Investments in Logging Infrastructure: In 2021, we began exploring ways to reduce
logging accident rates and minimize the environmental impacts of logging on steep slopes
through the deployment of tethered logging systems, similar to the one we established in West
Virginia. In 2022, we will begin leasing a tethering system to one or more local logging
contractors to pilot the technology in the region. If the program is successful, we expect to sell
the system
to one of our contractors with the hope that it will be more widely adopted.
Glenn Osteen, General Manager for Cross City Forest Management, inspecting slash pine plantation in Florida timberlands
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Lyme Florida Timberlands
Overview
Between 2013 and 2015, Lyme made four
investments totaling 91,000 acres in the Big
Bend region of Florida. The properties include a
mix of slash pine plantations and natural
bottomland hardwoods. The lands are managed
by Cross City Forest Management, a Lyme
portfolio company that employs two people. The
investments benefit from a strong local forest
products industry with access to deep markets
and a healthy contractor force.
Our investment strategy in Florida has focused
on plantation management, conservation of the
core forestland holdings, and retail land sales. We have pursued funding for
working forest conservation easements that restrict development, expand public
recreational access, and restrict harvesting in bottomland hardwoods while
accommodating conventional forest management in the upland plantations.
In 2021, our Florida businesses benefited from strong log markets and contractor
stability. We continued to invest in our in-house growth and yield modelling as a
tool for harvest planning. We began exploring the potential to extend plantation
rotations, and thereby increase the amount of carbon stored on the property.

Location NW Florida
Area 91,000 Acres
Ownership Fund III & IV
Employees 2
Certification SFI

Sustainable Forestry
Forestry operations are managed under SFI certification. No physical audits were conducted in
2021. During the year, we continued our participation in Florida’s “Wildlife Best Management
Practices for State Imperiled Species” program. We also continued our efforts to maintain
nesting sites for Gopher Tortoise, a state-listed Threatened Species.

Carbon and Climate
We are in the early stages of exploring carbon development in Florida by modeling the
additional carbon sequestration that would result from increasing the age of pine plantations at
final harvest. Our preliminary analyses indicate that the current price of carbon offsets is well
below the level necessary to compensate for delayed harvesting. Recognizing that a quality
carbon project that incentivizes rotation extension in pine plantations could set an important
precedent, we will continue to look for a carbon buyer who is seeking “premium quality” carbon
offsets and who has a willingness to pay for them.
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Lyme Florida Timberlands (continued)
Land Protection and Conservation
In 2021, we completed our 7-year effort to fully conserve 46,500 acres located in Dixie County,
Florida. The fourth phase of this conservation project, covering the final 13,352 acres, closed at
the end of 2021. We are grateful to The Conservation Fund for its hard work and partnership in
pursuing this outcome. The conservation easements prevent harvesting in bottomland
hardwoods and restrict subdivision and development, resulting in significant protection of
natural groundwater systems.
We pursued conservation sales to the State of Florida on other portions of our Florida property
but were not able to negotiate a mutually acceptable price.

Forest Products Supply Chain
We deliver wood products to five sawmills and two pulp mills from our Florida lands. With this
strong mill infrastructure and a long history of commercial forest management in the region,
the Lyme Florida portfolio benefits from a healthy forest products supply chain. We have not
made any supply chain investments in Florida in recent years and have no plans to do so.

Glenn Osteen, General Manager for Cross City Forest Management, inspecting slash pine plantations in Florida
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Lyme Redwood Forest Company
Overview
In December 2015, Lyme purchased 112,000
acres in coastal California and established the
Lyme Redwood Forest Company to manage the
property. The lands feature coastal redwood and
douglas-fir forests, and include the Ten Mile
River and Noyo River, two significant waterways
that include habitat for salmon and steelhead
populations. At our purchase, we partnered with
a local sawmill owner with the intention of
ultimately selling our interests to them at the
end of our ownership tenure.
2021 was a strong year for Lyme Redwood due to
dry operating conditions and strong log markets. At the end of the year, we
agreed to sell the property to our joint-venture partner. The transaction closed in
January 2022. Consistent with our goal of building a business that would thrive
beyond the term of our investment fund’s ownership, the new owner acquired
the operating business, and the 19-person Lyme Redwood Forest Company team
continues to manage the property.

Location NW California
Area 112,000 Acres
Ownership Fund IV
Employees 19
Certification SFI

Sustainable Forestry
Our harvesting operations were planned and performed in compliance with California forest
practice rules and the SFI certification standard. No physical audits were conducted in 2021. The
California rules require detailed geological, historical resource, plant, wildlife, and fish surveys
to ensure forestry operations do not impact water quality or habitat for the region’s many
protected species and other unique conservation features. In 2021, we continued our
partnership with conservation organizations, including The Nature Conservancy and Trout
Unlimited, to monitor fish populations and restore important fish streams on the property.

Carbon and Climate
We did not consider developing a forest carbon project on this property.
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Lyme Redwood Forest Company (continued)
Land Protection and Conservation
When Lyme acquired the property in 2015, we entered an option agreement with The Nature
Conservancy (TNC) that gave them assignable rights to purchase a conservation easement over
approximately 60% of the property. After nearly four years of negotiation, we were not able to
reach agreement on the terms of the conservation easement in time to secure state funding.
The property was released from the option without a conservation easement sale.

Forest Products Supply Chain
During our ownership of the property, we formed a strong partnership with Anderson Logging,
a large contractor in the region. Our partnership ensured that Anderson had year-round work
for its crews, and in return, we had a stable, reliable, and high-quality operator in the woods.

Glenn Osteen, General Manager for Cross City Forest Management, inspecting slash pine plantation in Florida timberlands

Pair of mature Coastal Redwood trees on Lyme Redwood Timberlands
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Mitigation Banks

Investments 20

Overview

Ownership

Fund III, Fund
IV, and LCOF

Partners

Eco-Capital
Advisors and
others

Lyme develops and manages wetland and stream mitigation banks, where restoration of damaged ecosystems
generates credits that can be sold to developers (both public and private) to mitigate their ecological impacts. Our
current mitigation portfolio comprises 20 wetland and stream banks or sites in eight states. The banks are in various
stages of the permitting process—some have been fully or partially restored and are actively generating and selling
credits, while others are working their way through the permitting process. Permitting, restoration, monitoring, and
credit sales are done in partnership with local teams. Credits are purchased by state highway departments, residential
and commercial real estate developers, natural resource extraction businesses, and others whose activities cause
adverse impacts to wetlands or streams.
In 2021, we undertook restoration efforts on three mitigation banks, and restoration is now complete on nine banks.
Across the portfolio, we generated $4.2 million in revenue from the sale of mitigation credits in 2021. We also sold, in
three separate transactions, a total of 4,976 acres from one mitigation site in Illinois and two mitigation sites in Texas,
the bulk of which (4,714 acres) was purchased by the Galveston Bay Foundation for permanent conservation.

View of coastal wetlands on Chocolate Bay property in Texas
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Other Ecosystem Services Investments

Investments

2

Ownership

Fund III and LCOF

Partners

Savory Institute,
Finite Carbon, The
Nature Conservancy,
Palmer Land Trust

Carbon Investment
Lyme has made one carbon-focused timberland investment, where the sale of
carbon offsets, rather than timber harvesting, is the primary driver of returns. In
2020, Lyme purchased a 17,000-acre timberland property in Oregon to pursue a
forest carbon sequestration project in partnership with Finite Carbon. The carbon
project is currently under review by the California Air Resources Board, and we
expect it to generate offsets for sale in the California compliance market. In July
2021, we sold the underlying real estate to a recreational buyer who will assume
the 100-year restrictions on timber harvesting associated with the carbon project.

Ranchland Investment
The BX Ranch in Colorado is Lyme’s only ranchland investment. Purchased in 2014,
this 25,000-acre property was selected for its conservation values. We sold a
conservation easement to the Palmer Land Trust and undertook a grassland
restoration project in collaboration with the Savory Institute and the Colorado
Chapter of The Nature Conservancy. A new cattle watering system and extensive
fencing were completed and allow the ranch to be managed using vastly improved
grazing practices, increased herd size and better grassland utilization.
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Lyme by the Numbers
2021

2020

Investment Manager Profile
Acres under management

1,664,718

1,671,531

$ 1,018,910,991

$ 832,442,737

6

6

Investors across all funds

478

478

Lyme Timber employees

17

19

Average years employed

12

9

Ownership by employees

100%

85%

8

5

7

7

$171,368,895

$145,115,916

$128,511,311

$113,413,607

$35,715,065

$26,472,610

$7,142,519

$5,229,698

86

77

119

111

$70,652,254

$70,165,360

223

209

52,944

54,676

Sawmill investments

2

1

Logging and log marketing business investments

5

3

$87,449,381

$52,920,397

264

138

21

18

$ 4,223,955

$ 6,954,132

100%

100%

18,098

5,835

644,164

626,294

Assets under management

1

Currently active investment funds/accounts 2

Employee owners

Forestland Investments
Forestland portfolio companies
Annual revenue
Log sales
Conservation and carbon sales on core forestlands
Other revenue
Forest management portfolio company employees
Contractors engaged in forestry operations
Disbursements to contractors
Mill customers supplied
Truckloads of wood products harvested

Supply Chain Investments

Annual lumber sales, log sales, and contract revenue
Employees in supply chain investments

Ecosystem Services Investments
Ecosystem services investments—mitigation banks and carbon
Revenues from ecosystem services

Climate and Conservation
Forestland certified by third party sustainable forestry standards (% of overall) 3
Acres protected in year
Lands subject to conservation restrictions

4

Data reported as of December 31, 2021 and December 31, 2020
See notes in Appendix 4
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Lyme’s 5-year ESG Goals
Background on Lyme’s ESG Framework
In 2020, we decided to rethink our approach to impact
reporting and to environmental, social, and governance
(“ESG”) goals. We were fielding an increasing number of
ESG-related
requests
from
investors
while
simultaneously attempting to standardize metrics for
various impact reporting frameworks. At the same time,
we felt that many of the existing metrics and reporting
frameworks did not capture some of the work and
impacts that were most important to us and an
increasing focus for our team. For example, we were not
being asked to report on accident rates and
improvements in job quality within our supply chain. We
were also not being asked to evaluate the extent to

which carbon offset projects were compelling us to find
ways to sequester and store more carbon within our
forests. In short, we saw a disconnect between
commonly reported metrics and the impact measures
relevant to the land, people, and communities associated
with our investments.
As a result, we decided to define for ourselves a set of
five-year ESG goals, and to focus our impact reporting on
our progress toward meeting these goals. Despite our
reservations about some of the more common definitions
of “ESG”, we organized our strategies into “E”, “S”, and
“G” areas, as follows:

E

S

G

E N V I R O N M E N TA L
Forest sustainability, conservation,
climate change, and ecosystem services

SOCIAL
Rural economies, jobs, safety,
community engagement, and the
forest products supply chain

GOVERNANCE
Organization & culture
Diversity, equity & Inclusion

White oak seedling on Lyme Tennessee Timberlands
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From mid-2020 to mid-2021, we engaged the entire
organization in the goal-setting process, utilizing a
combination of company-wide and small work group
meetings.

Everyone employed directly by The Lyme Timber
Company participated in at least one work group, and
several people participated in two or three. The process
proved to be rewarding and motivating for our team and
helped further reinforce Lyme’s core values as a firm.

Through a series of meetings, each work group sought to
accomplish the following:

We finalized our five-year ESG plan and metrics in May of
2021. We then formed implementation groups to
advance work in each area, review progress, identify
challenges, and plan next steps. We have started to
implement some of our goals, as we describe in the
following pages of this report.

1) Define underlying Lyme values and objectives
within each ESG area
2) Define a set of goals in each area that Lyme is
uniquely positioned to achieve and will make a
meaningful impact

3) Define a set of five-year metrics that we can use
to measure performance against each goal

Note about externally developed metrics
While Lyme’s 5-year ESG goals align with the UNPRI Sustainable Development Goals and the Global
Impact Investing Network’s IRIS metrics, and tracking third-party metrics is important for industry
standardization, doing so was not the driver for our ESG goal-setting process. Still, Lyme has reported
on SDG goals and IRIS metrics for many years and is continuing to do so. You can find more
information on our alignment with these frameworks in the appendix of this report.
Photo: Aerial view of hardwood timberlands in Pennsylvania
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Environmental Goals
With a 1.5-million-acre forestland portfolio and history of partnership with conservation organizations and public
agencies, we are positioned to raise the bar for sustainable forest management and deliver conservation and climate
benefits through our investments.
Historically, we have achieved conservation outcomes through the sale of working forest conservation easements and,
to a lesser extent, property sales to public agencies. More recently, we have entered forest carbon markets with the
objective of achieving both conservation and climate benefits.
Some of our environmental goals aim to drive systemic change in forest and business practices (e.g., our efforts to
demonstrate a higher standard for forest carbon offsets) while others are more internally focused (e.g., continuous
improvement in forest management practices). We have defined measures of improvement, like reducing chemical
use, that will push us to find new ways of doing things. Finally, we have set goals for traditional land conservation, an
area that has been a critical part of our investment strategy for the past 20 years.

E

1. Increase forest carbon sequestration to help mitigate climate change and
deliver other conservation benefits
2. Reduce the carbon footprint of our corporate and portfolio company
operations
3. Permanently protect high conservation value working forests and other
unique conservation lands

4. Continuous improvement in our forest management practices and protection
of water quality, soil, wetlands, and habitat on our lands

Mature stand of black cherry in Pennsylvania
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ENVIRONMENTAL Increase forest carbon sequestration to help mitigate
GOAL #1
climate change and deliver other conservation benefits
We manage our forests for both environmental benefits and quality forest products. While we have been active in
carbon markets for the past 10 years, we recognize that many early forest carbon offset projects, including projects on
our lands, did not require immediate changes in management to increase carbon storage. We are now working to
develop the analytical tools to help us achieve the right balance between management for carbon sequestration and
management for traditional forest products. We will continue to share our work and analysis in the hope that carbon
markets will continue to evolve and will create financial incentives for management changes that help to mitigate
climate change.

5-year Measures
Update: We did not initiate any new forest carbon projects in 2021, but
we did analyze the potential to develop premium quality offsets from
three properties. In 2022, we will focus on identifying offset buyers who
300,000 new acres of forestland
are willing to pay a premium for offsets that require management changes
enrolled in carbon protocols that
ensure 40 + years of carbon storage to increase carbon sequestration. If no buyers with these objectives are
identified, we may not make further progress on carbon development.
Assessment: On track, but dependent on the evolution of carbon markets

Update: Given strong log markets and the absence of a market for
premium quality carbon offsets that incentivize immediate harvest
Sequester 30,000 additional tons of reductions, we did not modify our forest management plans or practices
carbon per year through modified to sequester additional carbon in 2021. As noted above, we plan to
continue efforts to advance the market for carbon offsets and educate
management plans and harvest
buyers on carbon values, and will build plans for harvest reductions into
reductions
new forest carbon projects in the future.
Assessment: On track, but dependent on the evolution of carbon markets
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ENVIRONMENTAL Reduce the carbon footprint of corporate and
GOAL #2
portfolio company operations
Carbon emissions are generated from the harvest, transport, and manufacturing of logs from our forestlands. Our
corporate activities – driving, airplane travel, and our office space – also generate emissions. While timber and travelrelated activities will continue to depend on fossil fuel combustion, we seek to find ways to reduce our fossil fuel
consumption and associated emissions.

5-year Measures
Update: In 2021, we began developing our methodology and tracking
Reduce or offset travel-related net systems for Lyme’s travel-related carbon footprint. Throughout the
pandemic, travel was reduced as we developed new ways to collaborate
carbon emissions by 30%
virtually. We will continue to incorporate these virtual meeting tools to
reduce corporate travel post-pandemic.

Reduce carbon emissions from
harvesting and hauling by 15%
through supply chain efficiency
improvements and investments in
lower emission technologies

Update: In 2021, we created a calculator to estimate baseline carbon
emissions from harvesting and hauling. We expect to pilot this tool in our
Michigan and West Virginia portfolios in 2022. We also began testing a new
electronic ticketing system to identify inefficiencies in trucking in Michigan.

Assessment: Needs Attention

ENVIRONMENTAL Permanently protect high conservation value working
GOAL #3
forests and other unique conservation lands
We have been an industry leader in the sale of working forest conservation easements and have protected
approximately 1 million acres during Lyme’s 45-year history. We will continue to seek permanent conservation
outcomes by working closely with conservation partners and public agencies to protect working forestlands.

5-year Measures
Update: In 2021, we protected 13,393 acres through permanent
conservation easements and sold another 5,980 acres to conservation
buyers in Florida, Michigan and Texas. We advanced larger conservation
Protect an additional 150,000 acres projects in Michigan, West Virginia, and Pennsylvania. In Pennsylvania, we
recognized the opportunity to broaden support for conservation by
through conservation buyers
designing easements that accommodate recreational use on dedicated
corridors.
Assessment: On Track
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Continuous improvement in forest management
ENVIRONMENTAL
practices and protection of water quality, soil,
GOAL #4
wetlands, and habitat on our lands
Lyme’s forestland operations are all third-party certified to sustainable forestry standards. Lyme has a long history of
being an industry leader in sustainable forest management and has always achieved high marks on the annual thirdparty audits. We realize great value in managing to these standards, but also see an opportunity to formalize our
internal audit process to collect baseline information and set a higher internal standard for ourselves, with greater
emphasis on continuous improvement.

5-year Measures
Establish internal forest
management audit process and
baseline performance measures

Update: We did not formalize our internal audit and baseline collection
processes in 2021.

Portfolio companies
demonstrate
continuous improvement
in internal forestry audit
performance

Update: We continued to spend time with field forestry staff to convey
our priorities and discuss approaches to improving silviculture and best
management practices. In 2022, we plan to develop a more formalized
approach to internal assessments of forestry operations.

Reduce chemical use in forestry
operations by 20%

Assessment: Needs Attention

Assessment: Needs Attention

Update: In 2021, we identified practices to reduce chemical applications
(herbicide to control herbaceous competition) associated with overstory
removal and regeneration harvests in Pennsylvania and Michigan. On our
West Virginia lands, we began exploring alternatives to methyl bromide
fumigation for log yard exports. We met with researchers at Virginia
Tech, Department of Sustainable Biomaterials and supported their grant
applications to commercialize a vacuum pressure system to address
phytosanitary requirements for exports. We have not yet established a
baseline and consequently cannot yet report on the extent to which
these efforts reduced chemical use.
Assessment: On Track
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Social Goals
Lyme is unique among US forestland investment managers because we establish and invest in locally managed
businesses that supply, purchase from, or provide services to our forestland holdings. Through six forest management
companies, two sawmills, three logging/road businesses, and two log marketing joint ventures, we employ over 350
people in rural communities across the US. Our lands also support thousands of additional jobs in logging, trucking, and
manufacturing.
The rural communities in which we operate face varying challenges. Some communities, such as those surrounding
Lyme’s West Virginia lands, have suffered many years of job losses and wage stagnation attributable, in part, to
globalization, automation, and the decline of the coal industry. Others, such as rural Tennessee and the Adirondacks,
are challenged by a scarcity of labor, especially in the forest industry. Although the forestry sector can support stable
and well-paying jobs, a range of factors, including historically low wages, poor safety records, and low social status,
have made it difficult to recruit young people to many of the communities where we own land.
We have an opportunity to strengthen the rural communities where we own land by supporting good paying jobs,
investing in safety and innovation, and responding to the interests of local stakeholders.

S

1. Reduce accident rates and improve safety in logging, forestry, and log
trucking
2. Increase engagement with community members in the regions where we
own land

3. Create and maintain high-quality jobs in rural communities
4. Innovate and invest in the forest products supply chain

Cherry logs laid out in NALF log yard during Lyme’s community tour in Pennsylvania
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SOCIAL GOAL #1

Reduce accident rates and improve safety in logging,
forestry and trucking

Hundreds of logging, trucking, and forestry professionals are involved on our lands every day – laying out harvests,
felling trees, manufacturing logs, and transporting products to market. Historically, the logging industry has had the
highest fatality rate of any industrial occupation. Mechanization in logging has started to improve safety outcomes, but
there is still a long way to go. As a landowner and the owner of several logging and related businesses, we can help to
set a higher standard for safety and thereby save lives and make the forest products industry a more attractive
profession.

5-year Measures

Zero logging and forestry
fatalities on Lyme lands

Update: There were no logging or work-related fatalities on Lyme lands in
2021. We intend to develop a safety monitoring and accident reporting
process in 2022.
Assessment: On Track

Update: We have not yet established a baseline or a system for accident
25% reduction in reportable reporting on our lands, but we plan to do so in 2022.
accidents on Lyme lands
Assessment: Needs Attention

100% of workers on Lyme
lands covered by worker’s
compensation insurance

Update: Unlike many other forestland owners, we provide workers’
compensation insurance for all portfolio company employees and require
that contractors provide us proof of their coverage. We know that the cost
of workers’ compensation (sometimes 50+% of wages) is difficult for many
logging contractors. Some contractors avail themselves of exemptions,
such as those for sole-proprietor subcontractors. We will continue to
encourage (and support through higher logging rates) contractors who
obtain coverage for all their employees and subcontractors.
Assessment: On Track
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SOCIAL GOAL #2

Increase engagement with community members in the
regions where Lyme owns land

Much of our forestland is open to the public and used by communities for recreation. Our lands are adjacent to and
within the viewshed of towns, homes, and businesses. Our activities – timber harvesting, log trucking, and vegetation
management – can impact our neighbors. We also directly employ people and engage many businesses in the
communities where we own forestland. For these reasons, it is important that we engage with community members,
hear concerns, and work collaboratively to improve outcomes. We also believe that good corporate citizenship involves
giving back to communities and doing so is important to our portfolio company staff.

5-year Measures
Achieve $1,000/
employee level of
community contribution
by Lyme and all portfolio
forest management
companies

Establish or enhance
programs to incentivize
employee engagement
in their local community
(board participation,
events, forums, and
volunteering)

Update: In 2021, Lyme and its portfolio companies contributed over
$72,000 to community organizations. In 2022, we will provide guidance
and support to portfolio companies as we formalize annual giving.
Assessment: On Track

Update: In 2021, we did not establish or enhance any new programs or
policies related to employee engagement.
Assessment: Needs Attention

Pilot a program for
portfolio companies to
host stakeholder forums
Update: We did not conduct any pilots in 2021 and may not begin work in
(or local community
this area until 2023.
advisory boards) to
better integrate
Assessment: Needs Attention
community input into
land management and
public access plans
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SOCIAL GOAL #3

Create and maintain high-quality jobs in rural
communities

Our forest management and logging companies directly employ 86 people in the rural communities where we own
land. We are responsible for designing the wage and bonus structures, benefits, and employment policies at these
companies. We do this work in collaboration with our general managers to whom portfolio company employees report.
Our three joint venture investments employ an additional 264 people. These employment arrangements are designed
by our joint venture partners who also serve as the operating partners for the businesses. In these relationships, we
primarily play an advisory role.
In both our employer and advisory roles, we can support some of the best paying and highest quality jobs in the rural
communities where our lands are located. We take this responsibility seriously and have worked hard to be the
employer of choice and thereby raise the bar for employment in the forest products industry.

5-year Measure
$15/hour minimum wage
(2021 dollars), benefits,
and company retirement
contributions for full-time
employees of companies in
which Lyme has an
ownership interest

Update: In 2021, 99% of all Lyme-managed portfolio company employees
were paid a minimum of $15 per hour and were eligible for health insurance
and other benefits. We did not analyze wages at our joint venture
businesses, but plan to do so in 2022. We did encourage our operating
partners to evaluate pay scales for fairness and to raise wages, particularly
at the bottom of the pay scale, to fill positions and support a higher
standard of living for hourly workers.
Assessment: On Track

Employee processing logs at LAFCo log yard in New York
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SOCIAL GOAL #4

Create and maintain high-quality jobs in rural
communities

The long-term success of our timberland investments depends on healthy supply chains: logging contractors, truckers,
log export businesses, sawmills, and secondary manufacturers. In the predominantly hardwood regions where we
operate, the forest products supply chain has suffered from low profitability and under-investment in technology and
innovation. This makes recruiting young people to these industries more challenging and presents risk for future
forestry operations. As a large timberland owner, we can support supply chain innovation in a variety of ways: through
financing arrangements, direct investments in supply chain businesses, long-term commitments to suppliers and
customers, and through fair and transparent business practices.

5-year Measure
Invest $5 million in
businesses, joint ventures,
loans, and capital projects
that address challenges and
opportunities in the forestry
supply chain and the
communities where we
operate, including job
quality, worker safety,
environmental protection,
and/or forestry practices

Update: In 2021, we invested over $19.6 million in supply chain
businesses. In Pennsylvania, we invested $16.2 million in our sawmill joint
venture ($13 million towards the purchase of the Bradford Forest mill and
$3.2 million for capital projects at the Emporium Hardwoods mill). In New
York, we invested $1.8 million to establish a company road crew and a
company logging crew. In West Virginia, we invested $1 million in
Mountaineer Mechanized, our company winch-assist logging crew. Finally,
we invested $0.6 million in loans to logging contractors in Tennessee and
West Virginia. We do not expect this pace of investment to continue in
2022.
Assessment: Ahead of Plan

Sawing hardwood lumber at the Emporium Hardwoods sawmill in Pennsylvania
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Governance Goals
Open and honest communication, collegiality, respect, and a genuine interest in understanding each person’s point of
view have been hallmarks of Lyme’s culture. Our leadership has always included a combination of backgrounds,
including foresters, MBAs, lawyers, and small business owners. We have treated each other with respect and our
leadership team has made decisions by consensus. While Lyme has benefited from the diversity of its leaders’
educational, personal, and professional backgrounds, we understand that it takes work to maintain a respectful and
inclusive culture, create a path to broader diversity in leadership, and to ensure that all employees can achieve their
professional goals.
While we have tried to establish quantifiable metrics in our Environmental and Social goals, we chose not to do so in
the Governance area because of the relatively small size of our organization and the potential to achieve metrics while
failing to achieve the underlying goals. Instead, we placed greater focus on our internal processes, employment
practices, and culture, with an emphasis on continuous feedback, evaluation, and improvement.

G

1. An inclusive and respectful culture
2. Create career development opportunities for people with diverse
backgrounds and experience
3. Greater diversity in our businesses and leadership

Lyme Great Lakes team during their annual ice fishing tournament
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GOVERNANCE
GOAL #1

Foster an inclusive and respectful culture

We believe that an inclusive and respectful culture is the foundation upon which to build a great organization.
Historically, we prided ourselves on having relatively few corporate policies, instead relying on our leadership and
managers to engage on matters of concern and use good judgment to answer questions and resolve conflicts. While in
the past that approach worked reasonably well for our small team, it is not the right approach for our current business,
which includes 17 corporate employees and 86 portfolio company employees. Over the past few years, we have
recognized the need to document policies to ensure fairness and understanding across the organization. Updating and
modifying these policies is a continuous process, and one that benefits from engagement by people at all levels of our
organizations. These policies lead to practices that support the culture we want to maintain and improve.

5-year Measures
Review employee handbooks
annually with input from a
diverse cross-section of
employees to ensure policies
that are equitable and
which support an inclusive
and respectful culture

Update: In 2021, we began the process of updating and standardizing
employee handbooks and evaluating their responsiveness to employee
concerns. One such change was an improved parental leave policy. In
2022, we will solicit input from the general managers and employees in
our portfolio companies to continue our effort to broaden participation in
the process and share ideas.

Assessment: On Track

Implement new employee
orientation and ongoing
employee training in cultural Update: We have not yet designed or implemented any new orientation
or training programs. We expect to begin work in this area in 2022.
understanding, conflict
resolution, and practices that
Assessment: Needs Attention
support an inclusive and
respectful culture

Collect and analyze data on
hiring, employment and
retention within Lyme and its
portfolio companies to better
evaluate policies and
practices

Update: In 2021, we did not collect data in these areas. We are evaluating
what kinds of data are appropriate and useful to better evaluate our
policies and practices.
Assessment: Needs Attention
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GOVERNANCE
GOAL #2

Create career development opportunities for people
with diverse backgrounds and experience

We want to ensure that we have a diverse pipeline of future leaders. We have seen first-hand the success of an
internship program that was established by the former owner of our Michigan lands; many of the current employees at
Lyme Great Lakes started their career as interns, and it has proven to be an effective program for recruiting a talented
cohort of young foresters and increasing gender diversity. We also recognize the need to create opportunities for all
team members to grow and develop to their potential.

5-year Measures
Expand internship programs
to identify and develop
employees from diverse
backgrounds

Update: We did not establish or expand internship programs in 2021. The
Michigan program had another successful year with five interns, one of
whom became a full-time employee. We expect to establish at least one
new internship program in 2022 and others beyond.
Assessment: On Track

Provide mentorship to new
and less experienced
employees

Ensure ongoing professional
development opportunities
for all employees

Update: No formal program was established.
Assessment: Needs Attention

Update: We have asked general managers to encourage employees to
take advantage of company-funded professional development, but we
have not yet evaluated the number of employees who have done so and
whether there is more we can do to support professional development.
Assessment: Needs Attention
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GOVERNANCE
GOAL #3

Greater diversity in our businesses and leadership

We recognize the benefits of diversity in our businesses and leadership teams. We seek to maintain an inclusive and
respectful culture that will accommodate growth and leadership opportunities for people from all backgrounds. As a
relatively flat organization, we encourage collaboration and ongoing learning opportunities for staff at all levels of the
organization.

5-year Measures

Increase the diversity of our
investment committee
members and firm owners

Update: As of January 2022, Lyme became 100% employee owned after
buying out the passive minority interest held by former partners. We
added three new employee-owners, including two women, bringing the
total number of employee-owners to eight. In addition, we added a female
employee to our corporate leadership team and investment committee.
We expect to further expand ownership and leadership in the future.
Assessment: On Track

Increase the diversity of our
portfolio company leaders

Update: We believe this goal will be achieved gradually over time as we
recruit and support the professional growth of newer employees.

Assessment: On Track
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Appendix 1: Third-Party Frameworks
Although our internal ESG strategies and goals discussed in the body of the report offer a robust description of our
efforts and progress on many impact related metrics, Lyme also acknowledges the importance of recognizing the
alignment with the available impact reporting frameworks.
We have been reporting on the impact of our investments since 2012 using the Impact Reporting and Investment
Standards (IRIS) metrics developed by the Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN). This report includes fund-level
impact metrics and background information on our investment strategies. We remain committed to reporting on these
metrics.

Lyme’s impact themes align with the Impact Management Project and
GIIN’s IRIS+ and Navigating Impact Project frameworks that were
developed with stakeholder input and have been widely used to
evaluate impact.

Impact Themes
Lyme Activities in Support
Sustainable Forestry
- Conserving forests and forest resources
and Land Management
- Increasing the sustainability of wood, wood-based and non-wood forest products
- Increasing the sustainability of rural economies through forestry and land use

Biodiversity,
ecosystem, and
natural resource
conservation

- Conserving wetlands and river flows
- Improving water quality and sustainability through water source protection
- Providing wildlife habitat
- Connecting conserved lands to achieve landscape scale

Climate change
mitigation, resilience,
and adaptation

- Removing carbon from the atmosphere
- Keeping forests intact to sequester carbon
- Delivering valued wood-products that continue to store carbon in their biomass

Target Beneficiaries
1) Our planet and the people that depend on it
Ecosystem services support planetary health
Sustainably sourced products increase global natural resource efficiency
2) People in rural communities, including low-income communities, in the forested regions in which we invest
Primary benefits derived by the people we employ, the jobs we support, and the economic activity we enable in the
regions where we own land
IRIS metrics reporting appears in fund-specific tables in Appendix 2
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Appendix 1: Third-Party Frameworks (cont.)
Lyme is also a signatory to the UN Principles for Responsible Investment (UN PRI). Under
this globally-recognized framework, we maintain a responsible investment policy and
annual public reporting. Lyme’s investment strategies contribute to accomplishing the
UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Primary
Protect, restore, and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably
manage forests, combat desertification, halt and reverse land degradation, and halt
biodiversity loss
Lyme’s forestland and ecosystem services investments protect ecologically important land;
reverse land degradation; promote biodiversity, air quality and soil health; and sustain
livelihoods and quality of life.

Secondary

Also Linked

Take urgent action to combat climate change
and its impacts
Lyme’s forests sequester carbon at scale and mitigate
the impact of natural disasters caused by climate
change with naturally occurring flood control, soil health, and air
quality maintenance. Scientific research led by The Nature
Conservancy indicates that natural climate solutions, including
sustainable forestry and land conservation, have the potential to
reduce global emissions by over 30% by 2030.

Achieve gender equality and empower all
women and girls
Community
outreach
initiatives
to
engage
stakeholders with our work and the range of forestry
related jobs open doors to a historically non-diverse industry.
Lyme’s growing internship program successfully prioritizes gender
diversity and creates a path to good jobs and leadership positions
for women entering the industry.

Promote sustained, inclusive, and sustainable
full and productive employment and decent
work for all
Sustainable forest management creates and maintains
quality jobs in rural communities that depend on forests for
livelihoods. The protection of high conservation value lands with
public access for recreation supports tourism economies.
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Build resilient infrastructure,
promote inclusive and sustainable
industrialization and foster
innovation
Innovative supply chain investments in forestry and
logging operations in rural communities improve safety,
increase economic stability, and allow for testing of

Ensure availability and sustainable
management of water and sanitation
for all
Lyme’s forestlands protect watersheds,
which supply clean water. Stream and wetland
mitigation bank projects restore degraded natural

sustainable consumption and
production patterns
Sustainable timber production provides
renewable resources at scale for critical
human needs. Long-lived forest products store carbon in
their biomass. Forest products can help facilitate the
transition to less carbon-intensive building materials and
packaging, and forest products markets can support long
-term forest management objectives.
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Appendix 2: Fund V Details & Impact Metrics
Portfolio

Quick Facts
Vintage

2018

Investments

5

Invested Capital

$270M (90% of committed capital)

Acres as of YE 2021 917,009
Strategies

92% working lands | 8% Supply Chain 5

Impact Detail

See notes on impact data provided in Appendix 4
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Appendix 2: Fund IV Details & Impact Metrics
Portfolio

Quick Facts
Vintage

2014

Investments

11

Invested Capital

$250M (100% of committed capital)

Map includes current portfolio and sold investments

Acres as of YE 2021 394,458
Strategies

88% working lands | 5% Supply Chain | 8% Ecosystem Services

Impact Detail

See notes on impact data provided in Appendix 4
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Appendix 2: Fund III Details & Impact Metrics
Portfolio

Quick Facts
Vintage

2010

Investments

10

Invested Capital

$107.5M (64% of committed capital)

Map includes current portfolio and sold investments

Acres as of YE 2021 99,299
Strategies

80% working lands | 8% High Priority Conservation | 12% Ecosystem Services

Impact Detail

See notes on impact data provided in Appendix 4
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Appendix 2: LCOF Details & Impact Metrics
Portfolio

Quick Facts
Vintage

2019

Investments

8

Invested Capital

$19.1M (38% of committed capital)

Acres as of YE 2021 19,639 acres
Strategies

80% Mitigation Banks | 20% Forest Carbon

Impact Detail

See notes on impact data provided in Appendix 4
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Appendix 3: Key Terms and Concepts
Forest Carbon
Sequestration

Trees, through natural biological processes, absorb carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere and store it in biomass and soils. Voluntary and regulatory carbon markets
enable forestland owners to secure the carbon sink and generate revenue through the
sale of carbon offsets.
Many companies that emit carbon and have a regulatory obligation or voluntary
commitment to offset emissions can buy carbon offsets to help achieve targets. Forest
owners can generate offsets by committing to maintain or increase a forest’s
absorptive capacity or protect forestland at risk of development or degradation. In
2013, California implemented a statewide cap on greenhouse gas emissions, imposing
annual emissions reduction obligations to meet its targets for reducing statewide
emissions. Utilities, oil refineries, and heavy manufacturers inside the state are
required to comply.
California’s carbon market is administered by California’s Air Resources Board.
California’s offset protocols ensure the maintenance of an enrolled property’s carbon
stock for over 100 years. Commitments under voluntary market protocols are typically
for a period of 40 years. Voluntary carbon markets, in which companies purchase
carbon offsets to meet voluntary climate and net-zero commitments, continue to grow
and develop.

Forest Certification Forest certification promotes and confirms the sustainable use and management of
forests for biological diversity, local economies, and economic viability, and identifies
sustainably produced products for consumers. Certification includes a set of standards
and periodic audits to ensure environmentally and socially responsible sources of
forest products. Forests in the United States are commonly certified under one or both
of the leading standards - the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)® and the Sustainable
Forestry Initiative (SFI)®.

IRIS Metrics

The Impact Reporting and Investment Standards (“IRIS”) metrics were developed by
the Global Impact Investing Network (“GIIN”) to standardize the way investors
communicate and report their social and environmental performance. In 2019, GIIN
released the IRIS+ system to increase data clarity and comparability by providing
guidance and core metrics to be used in impact reporting. IRIS+ is now a generally
accepted impact reporting system used by leading impact investors to measure,
manage, and optimize their impact.

LiDAR

LiDAR, which stands for Light Detection and Ranging, is a remote sensing method that
uses light in the form of a pulsed laser to measure ranges (variable distances) to the
Earth. These light pulses—combined with other data recorded by the airborne system
— generate precise, three-dimensional information about the shape of the Earth and
its surface characteristics. This technology is useful in creating accurate inventory of
forestlands by providing information on the location of all of the overstory trees and
the total height of each tree.
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Appendix 3: Key Terms and Concepts (cont.)
Mitigation Bank

A mitigation bank is a degraded property restored to its original ecological function and
then permanently protected. The owner of an approved mitigation bank can sell credits
to public and private developers who need to mitigate their nearby impacts to streams,
wetlands, and endangered species habitats.
Federal laws (the Clean Water Act and the Endangered Species Act) and certain state
laws require public and private developers to mitigate ecosystem impacts by restoring
ecosystems similar to those damaged. Projects that require mitigation include draining,
filling, or damaging wetlands for highway construction, real estate development, energy
infrastructure, or other development. Mitigation is also required to offset the impact of
channelizing or rerouting streams and of adversely affecting endangered species
habitat.
Under 2008 guidance from the US Army Corps of Engineers, the preferred mitigation
mechanism is the project developer’s purchase of credits from nearby mitigation banks
that proactively restore degraded lands at a larger scale and ensure their preservation
in perpetuity. Rather than undertake their own restoration efforts, developers are
encouraged to buy mitigation credits from approved mitigation banks. Regulators
oversee these banks and release “credits” for sale based on the bank’s achievement of
predetermined ecological success factors.

SDG - Sustainable
Development Goals

The Sustainable Development Goals (“SDGs”) were adopted by the United Nations in
2015 as a universal call to action to end poverty, protect the planet, and ensure that by
2030 all people enjoy peace and prosperity. The 17 SDGs are integrated—they
recognize that action in one area will affect outcomes in others, and that development
must balance social, economic and environmental sustainability.

Working Forest
Conservation
Easements (WFCEs)

A WFCE is a legal agreement that permanently restricts development and other
activities on a piece of property in order to protect specific conservation values, while
allowing sustainable timber harvesting. It is binding on all future landowners but does
not change the ownership of the underlying property. WFCEs can enable conservation
NGOs or government agencies to conserve working forests for a fraction of the cost of
purchasing the land outright, while enabling the property to be managed for timber
production.
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Appendix 4: Notes
Endnotes
1. Assets under management reported as equity NAV plus uncalled capital commitments.
2. Includes four active pooled funds, one separate account, and one co-investment fund. Multiple sleeves of the
same investment fund are not counted as separate funds.
3. Does not include mitigation banks or non-forested properties.
4. Conservation restrictions include conservation easements, conservation option agreements, carbon
encumbrances, and mitigation banking instruments
5. Percentage allocation across strategies in each fund is based on contributed capital.

Notes on impact data
−

IRIS (Impact Reporting and Investment Standards) metrics were developed by the Global Impact Investing Network.

−

Area of adjacent protected land includes lands adjacent to properties that the Fund owned, conserved, and has
since sold.

−

Jobs maintained includes all jobs at Fund-owned portfolio companies, including businesses where Lyme has made
minority, non-controlling investments and businesses jointly owned with joint venture partners, including other
Lyme funds. Cross City Forest Management is jointly owned by Fund III and Fund IV. Straight Fork Forest
Management, Three Rivers Forest Management, Northern Appalachian Log & Forestry, and the Emporium
Hardwoods and Bradford Forest sawmills are jointly owned by Fund IV and Fund V.

−

Jobs maintained data does not include logging, road, and trucking contractors that our forest management
activities consistently support.

−

Acreage and metric tons data reflects each Fund’s pro-rata share of ownership and harvest activity.

−

Selections for “Ecosystem Services Provided” are informed by types of investments we make and the activities
undertaken within our investment portfolios. Biological raw materials are produced by Lyme’s timber harvesting
activities to supply fiber for sawmills and pulp mills in the region. Our 1.5 million-acre forestland portfolio, and the
sustainable forest practices we employ, sequester carbon dioxide, provide wildlife habitat, provide erosion control,
and afford public access for recreation, providing ecosystem services such as Regulation of climate, Habitat,
Erosion control, and Recreation and ecotourism. Erosion control is also provided by restoration activities
undertaken within Lyme’s mitigation banking portfolio.
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Appendix 4: Notes
Disclaimers
This report may contain information relating to potential investment opportunities (each an “Investment”) presented
by The Lyme Timber Company LLC (“Lyme”) and does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of offers to buy
securities, nor does it represent an assurance of investment returns. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of
future results. An offer of interests in one or more vehicles constituting an Investment will only be made through
separate documents and will require interested parties to make certain representations and agree to certain
restrictions as set forth in those documents. The statements in this report are the opinions of Lyme, which are subject
to change at any time and without notice. Lyme further reserves the right to modify the information in this report at
any time without providing notice, but does not undertake any obligation, either express or implied, to update the
information in this Report as additional data become available or circumstances change.
Descriptions of ESG initiatives in this report related to Lyme, its portfolio companies, and its joint venture investments
(collectively, “portfolio companies”) are not guarantees or promises that all or any such initiatives will be successful or
achieve their stated goals or objectives. Statements about ESG initiatives or practices related to portfolio companies do
not apply in every instance and depend on factors including, but not limited to, the relevance or implementation status
of an ESG initiative to or within the portfolio company; the nature and/or extent of investment in, ownership of or,
control or influence exercised by Lyme with respect to the portfolio company; and other factors as determined by
Lyme and/or the management teams of individual portfolio companies on a case-by-case basis. In particular, certain
ESG initiatives or practices described in this report are less applicable to or may not be implemented at all with respect
to Lyme’s joint venture investments. While Lyme believes that its investment and management strategies, including
ESG initiatives, can generate attractive investment returns, Lyme makes no representations as to the level of
incremental returns, if any, attributable to its ESG initiatives.
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The Lyme Timber Company
23 South Main Street, Ste 3A
Hanover, NH 03755
(603) 643-3300
info@lymetimber.com
www.lymetimber.com
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Aerial view of Lyme Redwood Timberlands in Mendocino County, CA
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